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Fig. 1. Linear sampled context
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Fig. 2. Time-distorted context

variables —again independently from their actual values—
belong to different timestamps. Such a context can no longer be
represented as a graph lying entirely in one horizontal plane (in
time). Instead, graphs representing time-distorted contexts lie
in a curved plane. They can be considered as specialized views,
dedicated for a specific reasoning task, composing navigable
contexts to reach elements from different times. In contrast to
the usage of the term view in database communities we do not
aggregate data but offer a way to efficiently traverse specific
time windows of a context.
Physics, and especially the study of laser [7], relies on a
time distortion [8] property, specifying that the current time
is different depending on the point of observation. Applied to
our case, this means that context elements can have different
values depending on the origin of the navigation context,
i.e. depending on the timestamp of the inquiring actor. We

claim that time-distorted context representations can effi-

ciently empower continuous reasoning processes and can

outperform traditional full sampling approaches by far.

The contribution of this paper is to consider temporal

information as a first-class property crosscutting any con-

text element, allowing to organize context representations

as time-distorted views dedicated for reasoning processes,

rather than a mere stack of snapshots. We argue that this

approach enables many reasoning processes to react in

near real time (the range of milliseconds to seconds).

The reminder of this paper is as follows. Section II intro-
duces the background of this work. Section III describes the
concepts of our approach and section IV the details on how we
implement and integrate these into the open source modeling
framework KMF. The provided API is presented in section
V. We evaluate our approach in section VI on a concrete
smart grid reasoning engine for electric load prediction. After
a discussion about the approach and related work in section
VII the conclusion of the paper is presented in section VIII.

II. BACKGROUND

Over time different languages, formalisms, and concepts
to build and represent the context of intelligent systems have
been developed and used [1], [9], [10] for different purposes.
Entity-relationship models [11], as a general modeling concept
for describing entities and the relationships between them, are
widely used for building context representations. Ontologies,
RDF [12], and OWL [13] are in particularly used in the
domain of the Semantic Web. These allow to describe facts
in a subject-predicate-object manner and provide means to
reason about these facts. Over the past few years, an emerging

paradigm called Models@run.time [4], [5] proposes to use
models both at design and runtime in order to support in-
telligent systems. At design time, following the Model-Driven
Engineering (MDE) paradigm [14], models support the design
and implementation of the system. The same (or similar)
models are then embedded at runtime in order to support the
reasoning processes of intelligent systems, as models offer a
simpler, safer and cheaper [15] means to reason. Most of these
approaches (RDF, OWL, models) have in common that they
describe a context using a set of concepts (also called: classes,
types, elements), attributes (or properties), and the relations
between them. We refer to the representation of a context
(set of described elements) as a context model or simply as
model and to a single element (concept) as model element
or simply as element. The concepts of our approach are, in
principle, independent of a concrete context representation
strategy. However, the implementation of our approach and
the provided API are build on a Models@run.time based
context representation approach and are integrated into an
open source modeling framework, called Kevoree Modeling
Framework [16] (KMF 1). KMF is the modeling pillar support-
ing the Kevoree Models@run.time platform [17]. We decided
to leverage a Models@run.time based approach for several
reasons: First of all, models provide a semantically rich way to
define a context. Second, models can be used to formally define
reasoning activities. Last but not least, the Models@run.time
paradigm has been proved to be suitable to represent this
context during runtime [4], [5].

KMF is an alternative to EMF [18] and specifically de-
signed to support the Models@run.time paradigm in terms of
memory usage and runtime performance. Two properties of
KMF are particularly important for the implementation of our
approach: First, in KMF, each model element can be accessed
within the model by a path (form the root element of a model
to a specific element following containment [19] references),
which defines the semantic to efficiently navigate in the model.
Our contribution extends the path of model elements with
temporal data in order to provide seamless navigation, not only
in the model but as well in the time. Second, in KMF each
model element can be serialized independently, using paths to
represent elements of its relationships. We use this property
in our implementation to incrementally store model element
modifications.

1http://kevoree.org/kmf
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Time-relative navigation: Navigating temporal data is
complex, since a relationship r from an element me1 to
an element me2 is not uniquely defined. Indeed, r can link
different versions of me2 depending on the timestamps t1 and
t2 of me1 and me2, and on the set of versions of me1 and me2.
This means that the version of me2 linked to me1 by r depends
on the timestamp t of me1. Navigating in the model, while con-
sidering this time-relative navigation manually is complicated
and error-prone. We therefore provide a navigation mechanism,
hidden in the navigation methods of the context model, that
automatically resolves the relationships transparently for the
user. Hereby, a context time can be defined (the curve in fig.
2) and each model element is then resolved accordingly to this
definition while traversing the model. For example, the context
time can be defined as the current time of a model element
minus one day. When navigating from model element me1 at
timestamp ti to element me2, the version of me2, which is
valid at timestamp ti�1 day is resolved. In case at timestamp
ti object me2 does not exist the prior existing version of me2
is returned. Considering model elements in the context of a
specific time interval creates a navigable time dimension for
model elements. This time relative data resolution is one of the
novel concepts of this contribution. Indeed unlike in previous
approaches (e.g. relationships in MOF [11] or predicates in
RDF [12]), the navigation function is not constant but yields
different results depending on the navigation context (i.e. the
current observation date). This distortion in terms of navigable
relations finally enables what we call a time-distorted context.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION

This approach has been integrated in an open source model-
ing framework: KMF. The integration relies on two properties:
i) each model element must be uniquely identifiable, and ii)
it must be possible to get a serialized representation of all
attributes and relationships of each model element, with no
relativity to a time. KMF offers a path mechanism to support
the i) property, and traces to address the ii) requirement.
Thanks to this integration, we ran an experimentation on a
smart grid example to evaluate our approach by comparison
with a full sampling strategy. To this end, we implement a
reasoning engine, which aim is to predict if the electric load
in a certain region will likely exceed or surpass a critical value.
Our validation focuses on two key indicators: (1) performance
of the reasoning process and (2) insertion time. In order
to cover several use cases, our experimentation involves 4
different set-ups varying a) the size of the area used in the
prediction (number of meters) and b) the size of the history.
Our experimentation shows that the insertion time, compared
to full sampling, is improved by a factor of 17 and that the

time required by the algorithms to finish have been improved
by factors from 598 to 1361.

V. CONCLUSION

Considering time as a crosscutting concern of data model-
ing has been discussed since more than two decades. How-
ever, recent data modeling approaches mostly still rely on
a discrete time representation, which can hardly consider
model elements coming from different points of time. We
presented an approach, which considers time as a first-class
property crosscutting any model element, allowing to organize
context representations as time-distorted views dedicated for
reasoning processes, rather than a mere stack of snapshots.
By introducing a temporal validity for model elements we
allow them to evolve independently and at different paces,
making the full sampling of a context model unnecessary.
Instead of introducing a dedicated querying language we
provided operations to move model elements independently
through time. Finally, we added a time-relative navigation,
which makes an efficient navigation between model elements,
coming from different timestamps, possible. Our approach has
been implemented and integrated into KMF.
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• Context models  
• rapidly change over time, at different paces 
• reasoning processes need to analyze historical (temporal) data  
	 The current snapshot of a context is usually not sufficient

• Context data (internal state, surrounding environement) 
• Intelligent systems continuously analyze their context data 
• Enables to continuously adapt themselves to varying conditions

• sampling at a very high rate / redundancy, vast amount of data 
• hard to analyze efficiently   
• find, extract and analyze a relevant view (data mining)  
• very hard to do that at runtime (response time requirements)

• Specialized views, composed for specific reasoning tasks 
• elements can evolve independently 
• elements from different timestamps in the same context 
• are navigable to reach elements from different times 
• automatically lookup the right version while navigation

The problem : Context models constraints

Reasoning processes need context data

The common approach : Snapshotting

Time distorted contexts

CentralSystem Concentrator

SmartMeter

maxAllowedPower : ELong

electricityActive : EBoolean

highPowerCurrentActive : EBoolean
distance2concentrator : EInt

hops2concentrator : EInt

duration2Read : EDouble

isRepeater() : EBoolean

PLC

WirelessCommunicationMedia

GasMeter

gasActive : EBoolean

WaterMeter

waterActive : EBoolean

Entity

state() : EString

SmartGrid

CustomerMeter

serialNumber : EString

CommunicationMedia

id : EString
payloadPerSecond : ELong

GpsPoint

latitude : EString

longitude : EString
address : EString

WiredCommunicationMedia
material : EString

size : EString
remark : EStringRoutingTable

RoutingTableEntry

destinationId : EString

destinationType : EString

nextHopId : EString
hops2concentrator : EInt

RoutingPackage

nodeId : EString

nodeType : EString

hops2concentrator : EInt
timestamp : ELong

ConsumptionData

measuringTime : ELong

reportingTime : ELong

consumption : EDouble
production : EDouble

voltage : EDouble

current : EDouble
reactiveEnergy : EDouble

registeredBy0..1

registeredEntities0..*

communicationMedias 0..*

location 0..1

routingTable 0..1

consumption

0..*

entities0..*

entity

1

customers 0..*

gpsPoints

0..*

communicationMedias 0..*

meter

0..*
customer 0..1

startPoint 0..1

endPoint

0..1

entries0..*

Results (reasoning performance)

Scenario Snapshotting Time-‐distorted

SDP 1075.6	  ms	   1.8	  ms	  
SWP 1088.4	  ms	   0.8	  ms	  
LDP 180109.0	  ms	   187.0	  ms	  
LWP 181596.1	  ms	   157.6	  ms	  


